
RENAULT
KIGER

sporty smart stunning



super smart super spacious

The Renault KIGER’s smart interiors are 

designed to make every trip 

memorable. Its best-in-segment cabin volume 

elevates shared experiences. This includes a 

high centre console with a total storage space 

of 9.1L, a total cabin storage of 29.1L and 

best-in-class cargo space of 405L. 

While the latest in technology featuring 

Android Auto/Apple CarPlay 

with wireless smart phone replication,

a 8 inches floating multimedia screen and

the ARKMYS® 3D auditorium sound with 8 

speakers bring you in-car entertainment like 

never before

Premium headlamp

“Tri-octa Advance Pure Vision”

with DRL LED

Multi-skin 7 inches configurable

TFT Cluster

Smart access card

Clean Air Filter

“Particular Matter 2.5 micron”

Cool Storage

Ambience Lighting





stunning wherever you go
As you drive into the unexpected, stand out with the KIGER’s 

eye-catching dual tone exterior. The car’s sculpted design, 

tri-octa pure vision LED headlamps with LED DRLs day & night 

and C-shaped signature LED tail lamps are built to stand out. 

These are enchanced by the chrome front grille, sporty rear 

spoiler, shark fin antenna and functional roof bars that have you 

looking great while you go from on experience to another. The 

KIGER’s 16 inches Diamond Cut alloys, rear skid plate and high 

ground clearance of 205 mm add to its imposing stance.

16 inches diamond cut alloys
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8 inches display link floating touchscreen
with wireless smartphone replication

super smart interiors
The Renault KIGER’s smart interiors are designed to make every 

trip memorable. It features Android Auto/Apple CarPlay with 

wireless smartphone replication and 3D sound by ARKAMYS® for 

an exciting in-car entertainment experience. Smart technology 

inside continues in Push Start/Stop, Smart Access Card, rear view 

camera and Auto AC.



more space for
shared experiences

The Renault KIGER’s high cabin storage volume has you ready 

for the new, when you hit the road with your group. Get space for 

all your belongings with the 405L cargo space that can be 

enhanced to 879L by folding rear seats. There’s also additional 

storage space of 14.9L in upper and lower glove boxes and 7.5L in 

the centre console storage compartment. The KIGER’s rear row 

comes with a knee room of 222 mm, a flat and elbow width of 

1431 mm to help comfortably seat three



sporty performance
Go where your curiosity takes you with the Renault KIGER. 

Zip through different experiences with the new 1.0L Turbo 

petrol engine. The car gives you the best of both,

performance and fuel efficiency with multi-sense drive 

modes that work in tandem with the multi-skin 7 inches

reconfigurable TFT cluster.
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